W
ith the development in the early 1980s of technology to transfer genes to murine hematopoietic stem cells by using recombinant murine oncoretroviral vectors (1) , the possibility of genetic therapy for a number of human disorders of the lympho-hematopoietic system seemed an attainable goal. Hemoglobin disorders were among the first diseases to be considered for gene therapy. Both sickle cell disease and the thalassemias are common monogenic disorders worldwide that cause serious morbidity and mortality. The pathophysiology of these disorders is amenable to correction by the addition of a functional globin gene to stem cells with subsequent high level expression in maturing erythroid cells (Fig.  1 ). Encouraging reports of successful transfer of a ␤-globin gene into the hematopoietic stem cells of mice using an oncoretroviral vector appeared in 1988 (2, 3) . Erythroid lineage-specific expression of the globin gene was observed, but the levels of expression were much too low (Ͻ1% of mouse ␤-globin) for a potential therapeutic effect. Recent studies using murine models of both sickle cell disease and ␤-thalassemia and ␥-globin expressing transgenic mice substantiate the clinical impression that sustained expression of a transferred globin gene in the range of 10 -20% of the level of endogenous globin in a majority of developing erythroblasts will be required for a therapeutic benefit (4). † Over the past 12 years, progress toward obtaining a globin vector capable of achieving these therapeutic levels of expression in the erythroid progeny of hematopoietic stem cells has been painstakingly slow. Only four additional reports have presented data consistent with the expression of a transferred globin gene in the erythroid progeny of genetically modified murine stem cells (5) (6) (7) (8) . Unfortunately, despite inclusion of elements from the locus control region (see below), the levels of expression obtained were subtherapeutic and subject to decay over time, suggesting silencing of the globin gene. In this issue of PNAS, Kalberer et al. use an updated ␤-globin gene vector coupled with preselection and transplantation of vector-expressing bone marrow cells to achieve, for the first time, sustained vector-encoded globin gene expression over time in a cohort of long-term murine transplant recipients (9) . Despite preselection of vector-expressing stem cells for transplantation, significant vector silencing and͞or position effect variegation (PEV) of expression still occurred, and the overall levels of human ␤-globin gene expression averaged only 3% of endogenous globin in long-term recipients.
Globin Gene Therapy Vectors: 1989 -1999. In the mid 1980s, the locus control region (LCR) for the ␤-globin gene cluster was defined as a series of nuclease hypersensitivity (HS) sites in the 21 kb of DNA upstream from the ␤-globin locus (10, 11) . Functional studies in transgenic mice demonstrated that the LCR possessed powerful erythroid-specific enhancer activity (12) . In addition, the LCR was initially thought to confer integration position-independent expression by virtue of an ability to establish and maintain an open chromatin domain. These observations led to the hope that inclusion of relatively small (Ͻ1 kb) ''core'' HS fragments of the LCR might significantly increase globin vector expression because these elements were active in enhancing globin gene expression in transgenic mice. Unfortunately, inclusion of HS fragments in retroviral vectors proved problematic because they caused genetic instability of the vector genome and͞or low titers of viral producer cell clones. Since the early 1990s, two approaches resulted in the development of stable globin gene vectors containing HS fragments. Sadelain et al. empirically tested multiple orientations of several LCR fragments and introduced a deletion of the second intron of the ␤-globin gene (13) . This ultimately led to a configuration that allowed transmission of unrearranged proviral sequences and the ability to obtain viral producer cells capable of generating vector particles of high titer. However, in mouse transplant experiments, despite initial human ␤-globin expression averaging 5% of endogenous mouse globin at 10 weeks after transplant, the level of human ␤-globin expression was undetectable 4 months posttransplant, suggesting complete silencing of the vector-encoded globin gene (7) . In studies by Leboulch et al., undesirable RNA processing signals within the ␤-globin gene and LCR fragments contained in a globin vector were defined, and site-directed mutagenesis was used to arrive at a stable configuration with a useful vector titer (14) . Murine transplant studies with this vector yielded data also consistent with significant globin vector silencing: Of 12 mice positive for vector in peripheral blood leukocytes at 4 months posttransplant or longer, only 2 animals expressed human ␤-globin (6). These observations are consistent with the emerging perspective that sequences outside the HS sites are important for LCR function and that chromatin opening may depend on regulatory elements outside of the LCR (15) .
Recently, several laboratories have investigated the utility of the HS40 core enhancer element from the ␣-globin locus LCR in ␥-globin gene vectors, in place of the above described ␤-globin LCR HS fragments (16, 17) . Stability and high titer have been documented with these vectors with relatively high levels of ␥-globin expression observed in erythroid cell lines. However, no long-term studies in mice have been reported with respect to the transmission and expression characteristics of these vectors.
Position Effect Variegation (PEV) of Expression and Gene Silencing. As summarized by Kalberer et al. (9) , these two distinct but sometimes difficult to distinguish entities appear to be major obstacles in the quest for high levels of sustained expression of transferred globin genes in developing erythroblasts. Although most thoroughly studied in Drosophila, PEV in mammals has been studied in transgenic mice containing globin transgenes lacking an intact LCR (18, 19) . In these instances, one can observe highly variable expression of the globin or reporter transgene in red blood cells, despite the fact that progeny red cells are derived from stem cells containing the transgene at one common chromosomal location. This phenomenon represents an epigenetic, stochastic process, likely attributable to fluctuating, local chromatin effects, which results in a variable probability of transgene expression in individual erythroblasts. Alternatively, gene silencing is more often thought of as an epigenetic process causing complete lack of expression in the progeny of a ''silenced'' stem cell. Silencing of retroviral vectors in hematopoietic cells has been attributed to particular sequences in the viral longterminal repeat sequences and viral backbone, and recent modifications in these sequences have resulted in vectors more resistant to silencing of the viral promoter located within the long-terminal repeat (20, 21) . Both PEV and silencing mechanisms may act on a transferred globin gene residing in chromatin outside of the normal globin locus during the important terminal phases of erythroblast development when globin transcripts normally accumulate rapidly despite heterochromatization and shutdown of the rest of the genome.
Kalberer et al. clearly demonstrate sustained, long-term expression of a vectorencoded green f luorescent protein marker and a cis-linked ␤-globin expression cassette in a cohort of animals transplanted exclusively with bone marrow cells initially expressing the green fluorescent protein marker gene (9) . This represents a clear advance for the field over the previously described studies even though expression of the transferred globin gene (3% of mouse ␤ maj ) was well below the potentially therapeutic range. However, almost half of the mice in the current study lack expression of either transgene in a significant fraction of the red cell and leukocyte progeny at the earliest time points posttransplant, suggesting that significant posttransplant stem cell or more mature cell silencing and͞or PEV continues to be problematic. Further work will be required to distinguish between these two possibilities: e.g., examination of clonal spleen hematopoietic colonies, derived from primitive marrow cells from primary recipients, for a ''silenced'' versus ''variegated'' pattern of vector expression. Thus, it is not clear whether the preselection strategy using flow cytometry resulted in the infusion of stem cell clones resistant to silencing but still susceptible to PEV or whether silencing occurred at a significant rate along with PEV. It is also possible that factors other than preselection, namely the specific vector design that was not tested in a cohort of control animals transplanted with nonselected cells, may have contributed to long-term expression. Despite these caveats, the concept of using selection methodology to increase the number of stem cell clones containing vector integration sites favorable to stable long-term expression in developing erythroid precursors will likely be an important one for globin gene therapy.
In Vivo Selection of Vector-Expressing Stem
Cells and Progeny. The work of Kalberer et al. (9) is consistent with earlier studies that showed that pretransplant flow cytometric cell sorting for a vector-expressing population of repopulating hematopoietic cells and their subsequent infusion into irradiated recipient mice will result in reconstitution of the hematopoietic system with high levels of vector-expressing peripheral blood cells (22, 23) . However, this approach may not be practical in larger animal models and humans because the successfully transduced and recovered population may be too small to reproducibly reconstitute the recipient.
An alternative and perhaps more applicable strategy to selectively increase vector-expressing hematopoietic cells containing integration sites more favorable to long-term expression is to use a posttransplant in vivo selection system based on the expression of cis-linked drug-resistance genes. Recent work in a murine transplantation model demonstrated amplification of vector-expressing peripheral blood cells of multiple lineages from less than 10% to 70% or greater using a vector containing a mutant dihydrofolate reductase antifolate resistance gene and an antifolate treatment regimen (24) . Secondary transplant experiments documented selection at the level of vector-expressing stem cells. Similarly, variants of the DNA repair enzyme methylguanine methyltransferase that are resistant to O 6 -benzylguanine, a pharmacological potentiator of alkylating agent toxicity, have been used for selection of vector-expressing hematopoietic cells using alkylator therapy and O 6 -benzylguanine (25) . Other strategies for selection are also being explored (26) . Incorporation of drug-resistance genes into globin gene therapy vectors and selection strategies based on their expression merit careful evaluation as a potential vehicle to improved levels and maintenance of expression of transferred globin genes.
Improving Gene Transfer Efficiency into Repopulating Hematopoietic Cells. Another major obstacle to successful gene therapy for the hemoglobin disorders, as well as for other hematopoietic disorders, is the generally low levels of gene transfer into stem cells that have been achieved in vector-marking trials in both human adults and non-human primates (Ͻ1%, despite ablative marrow conditioning) (27) (28) (29) . Two major barriers to efficient gene transfer have emerged: (i) lack of defined ex vivo conditions to induce a majority of stem cells to cycle (a requisite for oncoretroviral vector integration) without compromising repopulating activity, and (ii) low levels of the retroviral vector receptor on repopulating cells, which is requisite for viral vector binding and cell entry. Several recent studies in non-human primate models have demonstrated significantly higher levels of genemarked blood cells in vivo than previously achieved (up to 5-10% several months after transplant) using cytokine-mobilized peripheral blood repopulating cells for transplantation after ex vivo gene transfer (30 -33) . This improvement is likely caused by use of more optimal ex vivo culture conditions containing complex cytokine combinations and the use of recombinant fibronectin fragments that facilitate gene transfer through colocalization of target cells with vector particles (34) .
The use of vector particles pseudotyped with alternative envelope proteins has been evaluated as a strategy to overcome the barrier imposed by the low level of amphotropic receptor expression on primitive hematopoietic cells with some success (35) (36) (37) . Recent studies using the feline endogenous retrovirus (RD114) envelope demonstrate a very high rate of gene transfer into primitive umbilical cord blood human hematopoietic cells capable of establishing multilineage hematopoiesis in immunodeficient mice (38) . Thus, major progress has been made toward overcoming obstacles to efficient stem cell targeted gene transfer in the past few years.
Globin Gene Therapy: Future Directions. Vector design is emerging as the last major barrier to successful gene therapy for the hemoglobin disorders. Improvement in globin gene expression may eventually result from (i) the use of genetic insulator and chromatin ''opening'' elements that might decrease silencing and͞or PEV; (ii) inclusion of larger fragments of the globin LCR in the globin vector; (iii) further alteration of viral backbone sequences; and (iv) the above mentioned drugselection strategies to retrieve and amplify transduced cells containing integration sites resistant to silencing and PEV in erythroblasts. Such vectors must be tested in relevant murine models of sickle cell disease and ␤-thalassemia (39, 40) . With focused and sustained effect, progress seems likely and ultimate success a reasonable possibility.
